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Chinese city to honour Shakespeare, Cervantes
and Tang Xianzu with new historical interest
district

The Chinese city of Fuzhou will build a new district to honor William Shakespeare, Miguel
de Cervantes and Tang Xianzu, one of the most popular Chinese playwrights of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The opening is scheduled for 2020.
Fuzhou, the capital of Fujian Province in southern China, chose the three authors - all
playwrights - because they died in the same year, 1616; local authorities have signed
agreements with the organizations in charge of the memory and legacy of each author. The
goal is to create a new historical interest district and promote tourism in the city. Besides
paying tribute to three world literature giants, local authorities want to offer visitors a
journey back to the 17th century.
The project will build replicas of the two houses where Shakespeare lived and died in
Stratford-upon-Avon, according to speci cations from the Shakespeare Birthplace Trust,
which demanded an architectural reconstitution following the two buildings' original
layout. Shakespeare Birthplace Trust has signed an exclusive contract with Fuzhou Culture
and Tourism Investment Company Ltd reproduce two of the famous Shakespeare family
homes.
The reconstruction of the places where Cervantes lived in Alcalá de Henares must also
comply with strict criteria, especially because the Spanish city is listed as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. Places from Alcalá to be replicated include: Cervantes' birthplace, the square
with the name of the Spanish author, and the Tower of Santa Maria with the chapel and font in
which the creator of Don Quixote was baptized.
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In honor of the Chinese writer - one of the most important intellectuals of the Ming era and
the author of two key literary works, The Four Dreams of Linchuan and The Peony Pavilion several buildings will be erected according to the rules of traditional Chinese architecture, as
well as a garden dedicated to Chinese opera composers, a theater hall in the middle of a
arti cial lake, a spa, and a museum on Tang Xianzu.
Known as 'San Weng' (which could be translated as 'Three Masters'), the project will span
890,000 square meters. The opening is scheduled for 2020.
The Shakespeare Birthplace Trust will provide expert authority as consultant to the project to
faithfully reproduce two of the famous Shakespeare family homes at San Weng, a new
international heritage and cultural centre near Fuzhou City, Jiangxi Province, South China. As
guardian for the world’s greatest Shakespeare heritage sites and collections, the Trust will
provide historical and contemporary data for the design and construction of the original
houses, together with expert guidance on traditional building methods and materials, and
support for exhibition content and presentation. It will also have approval of all stages of
design, build and interpretation.
Read more:
on Plataforma Media
on Museums + Heritage Advisor
on South China Morning Post
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